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blueribbon sadaf. The film feels refreshing, yes, but at the
same time it felt like the CGI was present to bolster the
nature scenes, and, of course, to make the finished film
feel real. The film showed a lot of potential as far as
establishing its world, and I was really looking forward to
seeing more of it. It had potential, but it didn't get there.
[What] made the film work was the overall human
interaction, the surprisingly interesting ensemble cast, as
well as the dynamic of the relationship between Adam
(Ryan Reynolds) and Eve (Ryan Gosling). The first two
were weak, though, and took too long to get interesting.
Some of the interaction scenes lacked enthusiasm, and I
thought the sidekicks were clearly shoehorned into the
movie simply to give Ryan Reynolds, whose role was
mostly that of a guy in a dude's body, someone to spend
time with. If you are a fan of the first film, you will
probably find yourself thinking it's better, but fans of that
world will be put off by the direction the plot took here.



Evidently, this film was meant to be prequel, but it never
felt like it. The dialogue was simple. The villains were two-
dimensional, silly characters with little personality. The
action scenes were average, but they were well-
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